PERSONALITY AND PERSUASION
ments in the first message was related to attitudinal confidence
for high-NC individuals (r = .32, p < .06) but not for low-NC
individuals (r= -. 12, ns). That is, for high-NC subjects, strength
of opinion was based o n the extent to which it was supported by
the evidence contained in the m e ~ s a g e . ~

Summary
The results ofstudy 2 revealed that even though exposure to
an initial message arguing that a product was unsafe influenced
the beliefs of low-NC and high-NC individuals to the same
degree, exposure to a subsequent message advocating the product's safety led to different responses by low-NC and high-NC
individuals. Whereas high-NC individuals tended to engage in
active counterargumentation and were relatively uninfluenced
by the attacking message, low-NC individuals agreed with the
direction of the second message and moved back toward their
initial, preexperimental beliefs that the product wassafe. Study
2 also showed that although high-NC and low-NC individuals
reported similar levels of confidence in their initial opinions,
strength of opinion was based on different things. For low-NC
subjects, confidence was based on the perceived expertise of
the source and the sheer amount of information that the message contained (similar to Study I ). For high-NC subjects, confidence in opinion was based on the number ofsubstantive message arguments that they could recall. Importantly, the more
arguments that high-NC individuals could recall from the first
message. the more they counterargued and resisted the second
one. In contrast, beliefs based on source credibility or perceptions of the sheer amount of information in the message were
unsuccessful in rendering the beliefs of low-NC individuals resistant to the attacking message.

General Discussion
The current studies provided the first evidence that a personality variable-need for cognition-could moderate the persistence and resistance of newly formed or changed attitudes. Although high-NC and low-NC individualsdeveloped similar positive attitudes (Study I) or similar negative beliefs (Study 2)
following an initial persuasive communication, attitudes and
beliefs of the high-NC individuals exhibited greater persistence
over time (Study I ) and greater resistance to an immediate
countermessage (Study 2). Previous studies on need for cognition had shown that high- and low-NC individualscan form the
same attitude by different processes. The current research is
unique in that it shows that these attitudes, though similar in
valence, have quite ditferent properties.
It is important to note that we d o not believe the pattern of
results presented here will be universal. For example, low-NC
individuals can be motivated to elaborate on message content,
though they are not naturally inclined to d o so (e.g., Axsom et
al., 1987). If low-NC individuals do engage in extensive elaboration at the time of initial message exposure. their attitudes may
be just as persistent as the attitudes developed via elaboration
by high-NC individuals. O n the other hand, if a persuasive appeal does not contain sufficient information on which to evaluate the merits of a product or position or if insufficient time is
available, high-NC individuals may base their attitudes on pe-
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ripheral aspects and thus show decay equal to that of low-NC

individual^.'^
In addition to differences in persistence, we have shown that
under certain circumstances, the beliefs formed by high-NC
individuals will be more resistant to change than the be1 iefs
formed by low-NC individuals. In this research we specifically
designed the countermessage to contain positive cues but arguments that on evaluation would prove susceptible to counterarguing. Theoretical notions suggest that if the cue in the countermessage had been negative (e.g., a low-credible source). but
the arguments presented were quite strong, beliefs of low-NC
individuals may have appeared to be more resistant t o change
than those of high-NC subjects (see footnote 6). That is, low-NC
individuals would have been resistant because of rejection of
the negative peripheral cues associated with the countermessage, and high-NC individuals would have lacked resistance
because of succumbing to the strong arguments presented.
However, it is important to note that the resistance of low-NC
individuals and the lack of resistance of high-NC individuals in
the case just described would be quite different. Low-NC individuals would tend to handily and quickly reject the message
on the basis of the negative cues presented, whereas high-NC
individuals would be expected to deliberate and struggle with a
second message containing cogent arguments against their new
beliefs.
As the previous discussion suggests, a numberofmethodological factors need to be considered in research on attitude persistence and resistance. In the present research, we were careful to
ensure that both high-NC and low-NC individuals possessed
similar initial attitudes as well as similar levels of interest or
involvement in the topics. In addition. in our view. an important methodological requirement for this research was that
both high-NC and low-NC groups needed to develop equally
extreme attitudes from exposure to theexperimental stimuli by
the hypothesized processes. Only then were we in a position to
examine the critical hypotheses. Numerous other methodological issues also need to be weighed in this kind of research.
Consider the choice of delay interval in persistence research,
for example. Reassessment of attitudes too soon after exposure
to a persuasive appeal might not reveal any differential decay,
and reassessment too far removed from an appeal might show
that all individuals had decayed back to a premessage exposure
level. The important issue, both theoretically and practically, is
that differential patterns of attitude decay are likely to exist. It
is also important to understand that caution may be needed in
obtaining process measures in such research. Additional thinking or reflection induced by having to complete cognitive response or recall measures immediately after exposure to a message might inflate the number and type ofassociations subjects
'At first glance this result may seem inconsistent with those of
Study 1. However. in Study I , recall ofarguments was correlated with
the actual delayed opinions of low-NC but not high-NC subjects (i.e..
opinions expressed 2 days after message exposure). Here, recall is not
associated with theactual opinionsof high-NCsubjects, but rather the
strength of or confidence in their immediate postmessage opinions.
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Relatjvely persistent attitudes may also be formed by repeatedly
pairingsimplecues with positionssothat thecues becomequitemernorable (Haugtvedt. Schurnann. & Schneier. 199 1).
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